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ABSTRACT Blockchain (BC), as an emerging technology, is revolutionizing Business Process Management
(BPM) in multiple ways. The main adoption is to serve as a trusted infrastructure to guarantee the trust of
collaborations amongmultiple partners in trustless environments. Especially, BC enables trust of information
by using Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). With the power of smart contracts, BC enforces the
obligations of counterparties that transact in a business process (BP) by programming the contracts as
transactions. This paper aims to study the state-of-the-art of BC technologies by (1) exploring its applications
in BPM with the focus on how BC provides the trust of BPs in their lifecycles; (2) identifying the relations
of BPM as the need and BC as the solution with the assessment towards BPM characteristics; (3) discussing
the up-to-date progresses of critical BC in BPM; (4) identifying the challenges and research directions for
future advancement in the domain. The main conclusions of our comprehensive review are (1) the study of
adopting BC in BPM has attracted a great deal of attention that has been evidenced by a rapidly growing
number of relevant articles. (2) The paradigms of BPM over Internet of Things (IoT) have been shifted
from persistent to transient, from static to dynamic, and from centralized to decentralized, and new enabling
technologies are highly demanded to fulfill some emerging functional requirements (FRs) at the stages
of design, configuration, diagnosis, and evaluation of BPs in their lifecycles. (3) BC has been intensively
studied and proven as a promising solution to assure the trustiness for both of business processes and their
executions in decentralized BPM. (4) Most of the reported BC applications are at their primary stages, future
research efforts are needed to meet the technical challenges involved in interoperation, determination of
trusted entities, confirmation of time-sensitive execution, and support of irreversibility.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, business process management, smart contracts, trust assurance.

I. INTRODUCTION
Business Process Management (BPM) has been prevalent
since the late 1990s [86]; it is regarded as a confluence to
bridge information technology and management science [3].
BPM is used to manage, compose, orchestrate, analyze,
and diagnose business processes (BPs). Note that a BP is
constructed by a set of activities or tasks that should be
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approving it for publication was Fu Lee Wang .

coordinated; while BPM becomes a key driver for the man-
agement of BPs [118]. With the intensified globalization and
the proliferation of interoperations, BPM has been developed
according to technological advances at all levels and domains
of businesses in an unprecedented scale [75]. Nowadays, BPs
are becoming service-oriented progressively and executions
and communications of businesses are standardized for seam-
less interactions and integrations [158]. The rapid growth of
Internet of Thing (IoT) technology has accelerated service-
oriented businesses to utilize microservices; enterprises have
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been highly pressured to improve their BPs by enabling the
dynamic collaborations among business partners’ services in
highly turbulent business environments [12].

In open environments, sensitive data flows across dis-
tributed stakeholders, and this raises the concern in assuring
security and privacy [6]. Conventional BPM tools central-
ized the controls of data flows and executions of BPs to
assure overall security and privacy [92]. However, the cen-
tralized control was vulnerable to single point of failure and
encountering the risk when the executer of a BP becomes
malicious [131]. The lack of trust creates hesitation in BP
participation and consequently inhibits the wide use of ser-
vices. This lack is originated from that BP executions are
relied on one entity [153]. Furthermore, centralized BPM
shown some unsatisfactory performance such as latency and
messaging delay [7], [122]. On the other hand, when BPs are
distributed and decentralized, an adopted BPM tool must (1)
be flexible to deal with changes, dynamics and uncertainties
of business processes and stakeholders and (2) be scalable to
managing and executing BPs successfully when the numbers
of available online services are changing dynamically [166],
[167], [168]. The challenges to BPMwere briefed belowwith
a comprehensive elaboration in section III and IV.

1) In centralized BPM, a sole entity has full control of BP
executions; business partners are obligated to trust this
entity for task executions and data protection [145].

2) In decentralized BPM, the ownership of a BP is shared.
No entity acquires full authority of entire BP execu-
tions. Each partner is allowed to access and process
information under assigned responsibilities [79]. Thus,
it is necessary for BPM to monitor and validate execu-
tions during runtime [109].

3) With a rapid growth of IoT, many researchers
argued that BC would be widely adopted to manage
IoT-enabled business processes cost-effectively [169],
[170], [171]. Therefore, BPs will involve greater BC-
based services. Mechanisms to assure trust of such
services among disparate partners becomes an essential
element of modern BPM.

4) Proprietary and heterogeneity of services are the main
causes of inconsistency and incompatibility, hindering
interoperations in a large scale.

5) The implementations of BC-based services are het-
erogeneous implying different cost, performance, and
delays to process and confirm BC transactions. Uti-
lizing the services needs to be well justified to
address these variants as well as uncertainties. For
example, undesired consequences of time delays in a
time-sensitive BP should be seriously addressed.

Assuring trust of information inside BP interoperations is
one of the critical requirements in modern BPM; trust assur-
ances are also required in the executions of tasks [145]. Since
BPM tends to be decentralized, BC is naturally considered
as the appropriate mechanism to establish trust repository
among partners [65]. Additionally, BC-based applications

can offer auxiliary functions to assist BPM. BC technology
has brought numerous opportunities to advance BPMs. It was
originated as a technology underlying cryptocurrencies but
its applications have been drastically expanded to various
domains. Research has been conducted progressively. Nowa-
days, BC is viewed as an promising solutions as trusted
infrastructure, being capable of empowering conventional
BPMs in the sense that service-oriented BPs can be managed,
composed, planned, and coordinated in decentralized and
distributed network with trust and with the full consideration
of dynamics, uncertainties, scalability, disturbances, and het-
erogeneity [134]. Together with IoT, BC not only establishes
trust to BPs but also expands the landscape of BPM greatly.
The advance of BPM is pivoted by BC from managerial
and strategical perspectives. It can be applied to solve the
aforementioned challenges. For example, BC smart contracts
can ensure correctness of BP executions. It can be configured
to be a trusted repository andwill be use as a trusted source for
auditing. However, BC implementation inside BPM is not an
easy task. Exclusive BC characteristics pose difficulties to be
applied to BPMs. For instance, we need to deal with varying
degree of trust and heterogeneity of each BC implementation,
and uncertainties of time for transaction confirmation [155].
Research is progressively conducted to tackle these problems.

II. RELEVANT SURVEYS AND SLR OUTCOME
In this section, relevant surveys were summarized, their lim-
itations on the coverage of BP and BCT were discussed, and
our research methods were proposed to fill the gap in the
understanding state of the art to advance BCT for BPM.

A. RELEVANT SURVEYS
In the past, a few surveys on BC technology have been
published ranging from general objectives to analysis, assess-
ment, and classification of diversified applications in differ-
ent domains. Here, the conclusions from these surveys were
justified to differentiate our work. The surveys unanimously
agreed that BC has big potentials in many domains such
as Supply Chain Managements (SCM), healthcare, trans-
portation, manufacturing, smart cities, etc. Existing surveys
mostly follow Systematic Literature Review (SLR) methods
[31], [55], [111], [150]. They showed similarity in classi-
fying BC applications, identifying emerging research areas,
and understanding current and future development. However,
most of them were confined their discussions relevant to
specific needs or domains of interest. Within BPM domain,
few surveys were found and the most relevant one was con-
ducted by Mendling et al. [96]. It was found that BC could
be utilized to improve BPM performance in each phase of
lifecycle. The role of BC was discussed, and the challenges
of implementation were identified at the aspects of networks,
security assurances, and resource wastes specifically related
to Proof-of-Work (PoW), a consensus algorithm used in Bit-
coin. Later surveys were identified including Lauster et al.
[78], Garcia-Garcia et al. [53] and Victor and Corentin [132].
The coverage of these surveys is limited and does not carry
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out exhaustive search, implying limited in contribution within
specific, or interested, characteristics. Nonetheless, the sur-
vey byMedling et al. [96] is considered outdated. The number
of the articles has been tripled since 2018.

B. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
It is essential to provide the most updated survey in this field.
This survey aims to provide a general and comprehensive
content with a broader scope of recent and significant works
to gain better understanding of the recent development in the
field. To the authors’ knowledge, this article would be the first
survey for a crossover of BC and BPM in discussing the chal-
lenges, opportunities, and solutions. At the end, Table 3 was
provided to understand relevant works by others, and this
helped classify new works based on BCT development to its
application in BPM. Moreover, the solutions to the following
research questions were used as guides to examine the roles
of BCT in BPM:

1) What aspects of BPs that can take advantages of BC?
2) Which challenges of BC associated with BPM char-

acteristics and lifecycle have been reported in existing
literature?

3) Which solutions have been proposed for the applica-
tions of BC in BPs and how they are implemented and
evaluated? And

4) What are current and future research directions for the
BC applications in BPM?

From the previous surveys in the past section, we notice
that most recent works on BCT in BPM were of special
interest, and SLR was adopted to classify and analyze the
works based on their contributions to the targeted challenges
and tasks. We adopt SLR approach [172], [173] in this study.
The processes of SLR is shown in Fig. 1.
Search string: First, we identify and collect relevant works

from multiple sources, the keywords in Table 1 were used for
the search strings,

S1 = (∨8
i=1Ai) ∧ (∨7

i=1Bi) (1)

where S1 was the search strings; Ai and BiCi were the key-
words in two categories in Table 1; V referred to the sum
operation.

TABLE 1. Searching keywords.

Data sources: These included main academic databases.
Keywords are used to search and collect the works on the
applications of BCT in BPM from reputational academic
databases listed here: IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, Scopus,

Web of Science, ACM Digital Library, SpringerLink, Wiley
Inter-Science, Google Scholar, and some other leading jour-
nals, proceedings, and workshops that had the themes of BCT
and BPM. At this stage, 1,245 documents were identified
when eq. (1) was applied to search these data sources by using
the following fields: title, abstract, and keywords.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria: To determine the quality

and relevancy of the documents, we developed criteria to
evaluate the documents. They will be included if they at least
have one of the criteria:

1) BCT or smart contract were adopted in BPM lifecycle.
2) BCT and smart contract were used as a framework for

managing business processes.
3) BCT and smart contract were evaluated or analyzed as

a solution to BPM.
4) BCT and smart contract were treated as a complete,

or part of, solution in BPM.
5) BCT and smart contract were integrated to advance

BPM.
To obtain most recently progress and focus on quality

works, some none or less relevant, or low-quality articles
were discarded. The following criteria were used for this
exclusion.

1) BCT or BPMwas just discussed in general with limited
details.

2) It was published in a low or no ranking journals or
proceedings such as some listed in Beall.

3) It has no reviewers.
4) Some were published before 2008 that are considered

outdated. Note that some early but significant works
were still included to understand the histories of BCT
and BPM.

After the above criteria were applied, a total of 1,245
documents were reduced to 268 documents.
Quality Assessment: After that, a document’s overall qual-

ity and relevance were evaluated further based on the follow-
ing criteria:

1) Did it present a novel approach or conclude a new
finding?

2) Was the presented works validated?
After applied, 64 articles are selected which will be classi-

fied into 10 categories summarized in Table 3.
Research Contributions: Most existing surveys address on

specific areas and in-depth analysis towards BCT and BPM.
Our survey seeks to make sense of the collection of the
state-of-the-art BCT application in BPM, organizing based
on SLR framework. Furthermore, key research directions in
the context of BCT and BPM are identified and discussed.
Researchers and practitioners may rely their works on this
reference. The major contributions are as follows:

1) We conduct a comprehensive review on the application
of BCT in BPM. Apart from reviewing the state-of-the-
art research, we analyze and evaluate existing research
in 10 perspectives alongwith thementioned challenges,
characteristics, and lifecycle.
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2) By conducting a survey, we analyze from the empir-
ical evidence for systematic assessment and compari-
son. The outcome makes researchers aware of current
research attempts and enables them to realize the direc-
tions for future research.

3) This survey can be referred by not only BPM com-
munity regarding BPM potentials, but also BCT com-
munity the knowledge of BCT in BPM. This could
encourage the wide range of research opportunities and
practices.

Our attempt is to systematize important literature by iden-
tifying analysis benchmarks towards BC challenges, BPM
characteristics, and lifecycle. This survey is organized as
follows: Section III and IV discusses these benchmarks in
detail. The collection of existing articles will be assessed
and discussed towards the benchmarks. In section V, the
survey is comprehensively conducted organized into ten cat-
egories. Section VI provides discussions and future research
directions concluded from existing literature. Other important
issues are also addressed. The survey is then concluded in
section VII.

FIGURE 1. Steps in systematic literature review (SLR).

III. BC PRINCIPLES AND CHALLENGES IN BPM
BC is a relatively new technology and its implications to
businesses are bewildering to many stakeholders [66]. Ini-
tially, BC was defined as a distributed public ledger [71].
It consisted of blocks and each block is a place to hold
transactions recorded as data. A new block had a special
header pointing to a precedent block that forms a chain. BC is

constructed by combining relevant technologies [103]; for
example, it exploits a cryptographic hash as a pointer so that
any alteration in precedent blocks would have a cascade effect
to subsequent blocks, which results in an inconsistency of
pointer (hash) values. In such a way, frauds or unauthorized
modifications would be detected. Immutability is preserved.
When new transactions are introduced in a BC, they must
be validated by nodes. Depending on BC types, nodes are
recognized as miners or validators. The operation for valida-
tions is called consensus, which preserves integrity of shared
ledgers [134]. Consensus algorithm can be tailored so that
corresponding BC might tolerate faulty or malicious nodes at
certain degree.

BC type is classified into private, permissioned, and public,
which are defined based on ledger sharing schemes and the
ways consensuses are performed. Table 2 provides a brief
comparison of BC types [136]. Private BC has the highest
degree of centralization. It is transparent when all BPs are
within the sovereignty of a sole enterprise. Public BC is fully
decentralized; it allowed any stakeholder to participate in all
processes and maintain ledgers. It had the highest degree of
openness with coming with the cost of assuring privacy and
performance. Permissioned BC is balanced between private
and public types by obtaining benefits of the two. Permis-
sioned BC is not fully decentralized; it involves in more
trust assumptions than public BC. Nodes called validators
are chosen from pre-defined conditions to form a consortium.
BC type must be chosen carefully and appropriately. Stake-
holders must be well-aware for BPM to interact with various
BCs [45].

TABLE 2. Comparison of public, private, and permission blockchains
[136].

BC intrinsic properties creates (1) trust and (2) provide
natural resistance to single point of failure. When an attacker
tries to modify past transactions, majority of nodes that hold
the same view of shared ledgers will detect and nullify
such actions. Note that BC integrates benefits from other
technologies such as cryptography, database, and distributed
controls to achieve its properties. BC disruptive potentials
to BPM are rooted from its profound properties in consti-
tuting trust among untrusted collaborating parties without
intermediaries [142].

A. CHALLENGES OF BC IN BPM
BPM system is complex and involves many aspects of func-
tional requirements. It is essential for BC to incorporate
other cutting-edge technologies such as IoT, Service-oriented
Architecture (SoA), and Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) as
a complete solution to BPM [144]. No thorough discussions
were found on the challenges of this integration as complete
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solutions to BPM [96]. In section V, these challenges will be
used for analysis benchmarks towards research works.

To facilitate our discussion, an example of transferring land
titles shown in Fig. 2 is introduced to identify challenges
in implementing a decentralized BP. The BP interacts with
external BC systems, including (1) two public cryptocurren-
cies and (2) three permissioned BCs provided by municipal
agencies for storing information regarding identity, tax col-
lection, and land ownership. A trusted agency is responsible
to run the BP as to settle a land transfer contract in the
exchange of cryptocurrency. The execution begins with iden-
tity check (step 1) to legally conduct a land transfer between a
buyer and seller. ID denotes a civic service issuing an identity
to certain entity. It fulfils identity checks. Then, land transfer
payment and tax payment tasks are executed in parallel (step
2). In Fig. 2, and-split and and-join connectors are syntacti-
cally used to signify parallel processes. A payment is initiated
according to an agreed cryptocurrency to provide services
for land payment (P) and tax payment (PT). A service (T )
from tax agency (step 3) records the payment at tax recording
task using a BC-based tax system. The confirmation of tax
payment is completed by T which makes a query to PT.
A verification service (V ) (step 4) is an internal process
provided by the trusted agency that executes BP to verify the
completion of tax and land payments. Land transfer (step 5) is
done by O, a government service for land title management,
where the change of ownership is recorded in a dedicated
BC. Any request to BC-based services is assumed to operate
under APIs. This example introduces the following chal-
lenges. Note that the development of blockchain technology
for BPM is still facing various challenges, researchers have
different perspectives to classify these challenges, and it is
our perspective to extend our discussions on Standards for
Interoperation (CH1), Trust (CH2), Confirmation of Trans-
actions (CH3), and Irreversibility (CH4); since most surveys
(Table 3 ) discussed the solutions to these challenges; similar
classifications are used by others [174], [175], [176].
Standards for Interoperation (CH1). Proprietary protocols

and implementations pose incompatibility and inconsistency
in interoperation of different BC-based services. They may
exhibit differences in structures, formats, functionalities, and
APIs. To transact, a sender generally makes a request to a tar-
get service. Fig. 2 exemplifies the calls to services ID, PT, P, T,
and O. These calls must be tailored to specific cryptocurrency
or interacting services. Adopting SoA helps standardize inter-
faces and reduce the cost of interoperation. It is a mainstream
technology; allowing users to discover and utilize online
services smoothly. Leading organizations are working to inte-
grate SoA to BC including Project 2418 by IEEE [159],
307Working Group by ISO/TC [160], Decentralized Identity
Foundation (DIF) by IBM [161], and ID2020: Digital Identity
by Accenture and Microsoft [162].
Trust (CH2). When a centralized entity owns sovereignty

to manage and run a BPM software, trust of the entity
is traditionally established based on its reputations, busi-
ness resources, and the compliances to relevant standards,

FIGURE 2. An example of land transfer business process.

laws and regulations. This context is identical to centralized
marketplaces for cryptocurrency exchange. However, it was
found that a dozen of exchanges were hacked in 2019, these
incidents caused a total loss over 250 millions and the leak
of login information over 500 thousand users [163]. These
implications also apply to centralized BPM. On the other
hand, decentralized BPM shares ownerships among partners.
It is impossible that one entity controls executions of entire
BP [26]. In such instance, trust relationship is twofold: trust
of partners and trust of business owner.

As shown in Fig. 2, one way to create trust of partners
is that their services are backed by BC. However, can a
cryptocurrency for the land payment be trusted even if it is not
well-known or just emerged? The answer can be complexed
when a BP requires to execute several BC-based services
and some services may be selected or replaced on-the-fly
[140]. Instead of trusting such services unconditionally, it is
imperative to evaluate if the trust can be reaffirmed. Important
factors such as BC type, number of nodes, their attributes,
and mechanisms and conditions to achieve consensuses must
be evaluated. When public BC involves a small number of
nodes, it has a high probability that collusive parties become
the majority to dominate the network. Even in Bitcoin, more
than 60% computing power is controlled by six major mining
pools as of 2022 [70]. In permissioned BC, the system trust
is associated with the attributes of validators. Previous Face-
book Diem exemplifies the issue since most validators are
the companies under USA jurisdiction. Diem may gain trust
from users in USA, but not applicable to those other countries
with different jurisdictions. In private BC, the way of trust
assurance is similar to that of a centralized system.

Increasing the number of BC-based services in BPM poses
several challenges in determining trust of services; while
trust is derived from evaluating and selecting services. It is
unfortunate that as of 2022, neither standard nor guide of
the best practice is available for trust of BC implementation.
It implies that BC may be implemented inappropriately and
leads to vulnerability. This explains many occurrences of
ICOs frauds. Fake ICOs were accounted for an approximated
loss over $500 millions in 2017 [37]. Trust issue also involves
during BP execution. When trust is assured by a centralized
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FIGURE 3. BPM lifecycle [139].

entity, partners must bear potential risks since they are obli-
gated to trust the entity inevitably. The example in Fig. 2 can
be configured that the execution is controlled by a trusted
agency with no mechanism to validate its rightness. The task
of payment verification is executed by this agency which
might be corrupted. In short, trust will be assured by single
authority in a centralized BPM, and it will be disseminated
across partners in a decentralized BPM. Both types of BPM
can tale benefits when trust is assured by BCs.

The above discussion reveals that two types of trust sit-
uate in BPM: (1) trust of services that can be assured by
BC and (2) trust of an entity that execute BPs. The for-
mer is required for business to select the right services.
A BC must be configured appropriately to reflect gen-
uine trust. The latter is associated with BP executions.
Apart from that, other additional concerns include (1) which
nodes or domains (such as URL) are trusted to provide
APIs endpoint? (2) should a requestor be part of interact-
ing BC? if so, it is applicable to public BC rather than
private or permissioned BC. Trust of APIs endpoint is
usually based on reputation. Subjectivity of trust towards
one service is another difficulty for service interoperations
inside BPs.
Conformation of Transactions (CH3). Any BC transac-

tion is finalized when validated and confirmed in a way
that immutability is obtained. It is referred as durability
of transaction. Confirmations are performed using consen-
sus algorithms. Most public BCs such as Bitcoin use PoW
that cannot provide exact confirmation but with probability.
Private or permissioned BC uses other algorithms such as
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) that synchronize
consensus outputs among validators and transactions are con-
firmed almost immediately. This brings a big challenge to BP
executions since some tasks, such as a payment for land or
tax in the above example, require transaction confirmation.
The way to deal with delayed or types of confirmation is
not trivial since the amount of time used depends largely
on consensus algorithms and BC configuration. How to deal
with this issue in BPM has not been studied comprehensively
despite of its importance [46]. Taking the example of making
a payment in Fig. 2, it takes some time before the trans-
action is confirmed; however, a time-delay cannot be toler-
ated in some time-sensitive tasks in BP [90]. Additionally,

time-delay presented in a payment using cryptocurrency can
result in overdue payment [155].
Irreversibility (CH4). Immutability provided by BC

becomes antagonistic to BPM when BP is implemented by
smart contracts. Contracts cannot be altered once deployed
on BC, enabling BP to be executed with a high degree of
confidence. Since BPM usually involve several partners, it is
important to have consensus on BP executions to avoid mis-
conduct or harm. It is unfortunate that changes in BPs are
common. Effective mechanisms are required to facilitate the
modification of BPs dynamically [61].

Even though BC technology offers enormous opportunities
in managing BPs effectively, it is relatively new, and research
is needed to eliminate the challenges of BC applications
to BPM. The challenges CH1-CH4 provide a reference for
researchers to seek solutions in developing BPM with BC.
Existing works relevant to these challenges will be discussed
and evaluated in section V.

IV. BPM CHARACTERISTICS AND LIFECYCLE
Knowing BP characteristics helps readers understand the
challenges of BC application to BPM and they must be
addressed satisfactorily. Before proceeding to the work col-
lections, challenges of developing a BC-based solution are
associated with BP characteristics and lifecycles [139]. These
will be referenced in our analysis towards research works
surveyed in section V.

A. CHARACTERISTICS AND CHALLENGES OF BPM
Transient (C1) vs Persistent (C2). A transient BP refers
to temporary collaboration of partners in a short period of
time. Objectives can be fulfilled by one of a few executions.
In contrast, collaboration in a persistent BP is more stable.
Objectives can be fulfilled repeatedly by a set of processes
over time. In a transient BP, services are commonly delivered
by previously unknown partners; therefore, trust must be
established in each collaboration. In a persistent BP, many
services are provided by the same known partners where trust
is determined by past experiences. BPM can be advanced
to support both characteristics since business objectives can
be evloved dynamically. From this perspective, BC does not
directly provide a solution to BPM. However, its applica-
tion offers trusted repository for Quality of Service (QoS)
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information, assisting service selection processes in obtaining
the most suited services for BPs. Trust of a service can also
be assured when backed by BC.
Dynamic (C3) vs Static (C4). BPM is facing dynamicity of

BPs as changes become very common. The changes may sit-
uate in BP structures, acquired services, or sequences of exe-
cutions [110]. Ramchurn et al. [112] specifically delineated
the changes specifically related to partner services in open
environments; since trust must be reestablished when new or
previously unknown partners are introduced. Managing BP
is more complicated when changes cause cascade effect on
trust from the perspective of other partner services. As men-
tioned in CH2, even though BC provides trust of services,
assessment of trust depends on several factors and subjectiv-
ity. Conventional mechanisms for security assurances widely
practiced in static BPs are ineffective in assuring trust [89].
Trust models used in BPM should be scalable and flexible to
accommodate changes in dynamic environments.
Formation (C5) vs Enactment (C6). As shown in Fig. 3,

BP lifecycle involves two main stages, i.e., formation and
enactment [2]. Major activities at the formation stage are
process definitions for designing, planning, and creating
process models, workflow compositions, tasks coordination,
configurations of partner services, and process controls [25],
while activities in the enactment stage aim at BP executions
such as process scheduling, reselecting and recomposing ser-
vices, on-the-fly service replacement, workflow reformation,
runtime monitoring and analysis, and compliance of service
attributes towards required QoS [137].

When BC is applied to process definition during formation,
it can be a trusted repository, and it is referenced during
enactment to execute corresponding processes. BP variants
can be encoded by smart contracts. They ensure that a task
is executed to meet the requirements given in the process
definitions [52]. Transparency and auditability relate to the
mutual trust in collaborations. Largely, BC contributes to
BPM in two aspects: (1) it serves as a trusted repository to
store information related to BPs and (2) it serves as a trusted
infrastructure to execute BPs.
Centralization (C7) vs Decentralization (C8). In central-

ized BPs, single entity is responsible for authorizing, running,
coordinating, and monitoring business operations. In decen-
tralized BPs, they are delegated, authorized, and controlled
by multiple partners. Trust of the partners has long been a
major concern and BC is prominent to establish trust among
untrusted partners. BC can be integrated in both centralized
and decentralized BPM. Private BC is often used in a central-
ized BPM as a backend support, and permissioned and public
BCs are suitable in a decentralized BPM [136].

With the rapid growth of services enabled by IoT and the
advance of network technologies, transient BPs (C1) become
popular in fulfilling quick and ad hoc functionalities, and
BPM tools should be significantly advanced to deal with
dynamicity (C3) effectively. It is desirable that BPM adopts
decentralized controls (C8). A BC-integrated BPM will gain
the benefits of immutability and validated information [157]

and it is fundamental to establish trust of partner services in an
open environment. On the other hand, adopting BC for trust
assurance introduces difficulty in BP flexibility.

B. BPM LIFECYCLE
Fig. 3 illustrates the two main stages in BPM lifecycle. Note
that researchers used different terminologies to describe these
stages. BPM lifecycle is further divided into four phases [14].
Analysis & Design (L1). A BP model is created from

business requirements where tasks are identified, structured,
and correlated by workflow technology. BPM tool is usually
featured with graphic user interfaces (GUI) to construct BP
models. Many BPMs utilize formal methods and simulations
with verification tools to reduce redundancies, identify and
eliminate deadlocks, and detect faults. Verification activity is
performed by its corresponding mathematical models, such
as Petri Net, Pi calculus, or models offered by standard
modeling languages such as BPEL4WS and BPMN. Out-
puts are conceptualized processes, documented for execu-
tion references. In decentralized BPM (C8), processes are
disseminated among partners, and they are defined based
on associated responsibilities. However, verification becomes
very sophisticated, especially in dynamic environments (C3).
Alternatively, BC alleviates this problem, providing a trusted
storage in defining a BP.
Configuration (L2). Resources are allocated to tasks. Enti-

ties are eligible to allocate internal resources, or delegate
to others. In service-oriented BPs, allocated resources are
called services. Selecting services and composing them in
a workflow affect overall quality. This also poses optimiza-
tion challenge. Often, it is not cost effective when a BP
is short-lived (C1). Functional and non-functional require-
ments are main factors for service selection decision. Nowa-
days, they are usually expressed by formal specification
languages [133], [135], [140], [148] to facilitate automatic
compliance checking. Decentralized BP (C8) involves rich
interactions of services that can be replaced on-the-fly. Trusti-
ness of QoS information will affect quality of service selec-
tion [145], and BC can provide a trusted repository of this
information [140].
Enactment (L3). A BP instance is managed by an enact-

ment engine that uses predefined definitions in invocating
services and tasks. Typically, a partner relies on BPM to guar-
antee that all processes will be executed correctly as agreed.
Any violation to predefined conditions will be managed sat-
isfactorily. Assuring appropriate execution depends on the
virtue of entities. From this perspective, smart contracts can
be used to encode BPs [155], and it has been adopted as a
core artifact to create trust of process executions [152].
Diagnosis and Evaluation (L4). A BP is executed and

monitored. Outcomes are analyzed and evaluated against pre-
defined functional requirements [95]. In [22], 104 cases of
BPs were analyzed to retrieve specification patterns for QoS
evaluation of service-based applications.

Apart from that, flexibility and adaptability are emerg-
ing as significant measures in BPM. In open environments,
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services in a BP are often reconfigured or updated to address
real-time changes. For example, when better services are
found, a BP may be updated, and this affects activities in
other phases of the lifecycle. The role of BC in assuring trust
of service is different from that at configuration phase (L2)
where BC is used to provide trust of QoS information; here,
activities and processes are critical since they are relevant to
the updates of a BP. Smart contracts can be implemented as
monitoring processes [140].

It is seen that BC can be applied, directly or indirectly,
in all phases of the lifecycle. BC provides trust of process
definitions (L1), executions (L3), and supports BPMwith the
monitoring information and processes for later analysis (L4).
Furthermore, BC also provides trusted QoS information for
selection and composition of services (L2).

V. BC IN BPM
Numerous efforts found in literature have been increased
drastically in the past few years. Its ability to provide trustless
architecture makes it a pivotal research interest for collab-
orative BPs. With reference to BC challenges (CH1-CH4),
BPM characteristics (C1-C8) and lifecycle (L1-L4) discussed
in section III and IV as benchmarks, they enable us to analyze
research advancements in a systematic way. The following
topics are classified into ten major categories. The analysis
result is tabulated in Table 3.

A. BC-ASSISTED BP EXECUTIONS
BC in the early date is deemed as a supporting component
for securing BPs. The early adoption considers it as a record-
ing mechanism. Later, smart contracts create an innovative
stream on securing processes. Primary studies have been
conducted by exploiting these benefits. This section surveys
and discusses the use of BC as a supporting component to BP
modeling and execution.

A work in progress by Cen et al. [30] suggests a BC-based
framework to secure inter-organizational BPs by ensuring
that external processes are managed and secured by BC.
BC is used as a shared database, where data regarding exe-
cution states, process transition, and outputs, are kept. Data
elements are predefined from mutual agreement from part-
ners. They consist of milestones as check points to con-
firm execution sequences and outputs. Process controls can
be verified simply by checking sequence of transactions.
Flexibility is a major concern because each change requires
re-synchronization as a new version. This approach faces
significant time-consumption and is expensive since it is not
generic to serve all agreement processes; collaboration is
done on a case-by-case basis. The implementation is real-
ized by Fang et al. [47]. They first pinpoint the problem of
trust from the reliance on a centralized party, accounted for
coordinating and governing controls over executions. Typ-
ically, a trusted third party is used to provide and warrant
trusted environments. To mitigate this, the authors present
a novel architecture called Workflow Enactment Service
(WES), allowing multiple BPs interoperate together via a

common BC. They develop in-house protocols and interfaces
to smooth communications. Smart contracts deliver synchro-
nization of BP states implemented in Hyperledger Fabric.
One major weakness is the lack of details pertaining to how
methods are applied to processmodels [53]. Later, Alves et al.
[9] close the gap by devising a technique and integratingWES
into Camunda running on Hyperledger Fabric. The workable
artifact is demonstrated through a use case of geophysics data
acquisition processes. However, only practicality is evaluated
while in-depth analysis towards strengths and weaknesses is
missing.

Chang et al. [32] identify the aspects of BPs where smart
contracts can be useful. A supply chain scenario is chosen as a
running example, where important aspects are extracted. Like
the work mentioned in [30], the first aspect is to keep track
of transaction regarding process status. BC is used to record
provenance, providing access to partners. Another aspect is
described in payment processes. Using smart contracts to
implement decision logics can avoid payment escrows. They
provide operational controls among partners without interme-
diary. These two aspects can be combined to automate BPs
with the benefit of time and cost reduction. However, the
work does not provide implementation and evaluation details,
diminishing its creditability. To exemplify this, Panduwinata
and Yugopuspito [108] demonstrate how a simple BP of
a parking system modeled by BPMN can be mapped into
structural elements of Hyperledger Composer. The work con-
firms that parts of BPs can be reengineered by the platform.
On the downsides, the mapping process between BPs and
Hyperledger Composer elements is manually done. Only a
simple scenario was tested, where, in fact, the real-world
business processes are far more complicated than the simple
case in Fig. 2. Therefore, using BC in this example does not
reflect sufficient capabilities of BC. Many aspects, such as
ones addressed previously by Chang et al. [32], are left to
be studied. Significant progress is required towards a general
framework with useful patterns. Nonetheless, the proposed
technique preserves its value and can be improved further.
By the way, it is important to note that Hyperledger Composer
has been deprecated since 2019.

BC applications have also been studied in the academic
domain. ProChain [33] is developed for provenance sharing
of scientific workflows. BC replaces traditional centralized
provenance architecture to deliver better trustworthiness, reli-
abilities, and efficiency. The block design and data structure
can be adopted to store fragments of BPMN logics [53].
However, it lacks implementation details. Fernando et al.
[49] argue that data stored in ProChain is data product rather
than provenance. They propose SciBlock on Ethereum with
a new data structure to additionally store temporal informa-
tion, which is important to identify outdated results. Hence,
researchers can determine trustworthiness of result repro-
duction. In the eScience domain, two lines of research are
envisioned [69]. (1) BC is used to store provenance data,
and (2) smart contracts enable the adaptation of workflow
choreographies, which are an essential part of collaborations.
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In summary, various attempts tailor BC as a component to
support different aspects of BP executions, which are largely
classified into two main usages: (1) BC as a trusted storage to
keep track of BP execution states and outputs, and (2) smart
contracts as a mechanism to encode conditional logics and
parts of execution controls.

B. BC AS AN INFRASTRUCTURE FOR BP EXECUTIONS
BC can be an infrastructure for enforcing executions of BPs.
The fundamental idea is to code process logics into smart
contracts. A trustworthy environment [96] is created among
untrusted partners by ascertaining that pre-defined process
models will be followed correctly (CH2). The infrastruc-
ture can be divided into three main aspects: process-centric
paradigm, data-centric paradigm, and smart contract-less.
Process-centric paradigm. The early vision is suggested

by Mendling [94] describing potentials and challenges of BP
control flow implementation in BC infrastructure. It lays a
foundation for subsequent developments. This original work
merely provides limited insights of how an architecture and
artifacts are built and combined, rather, indicates a guidance
for future development. Weber et al. [152] realized the idea
by illustrating the possibility to execute BPs on a Ethereum at
the first time. BC is used in two aspects: (1) as active mediator
for BP executions where actual data processing is performed
by smart contracts, such that only conforming cases are
allowed, and (2) as a choreographymonitoring to logmessage
exchange. A special set of smart contracts is developed to
facilitate and control the creation of BP contract instances.
To ease the transition from the design to implementation,
an automated translation artifact from BPMN to smart con-
tracts is devised. However, the paper does not entail technical
elements. They are referred to the technical report [151]. This
work also faces a scalability issue since the developed smart
contracts are not generic, which need to be generated per
process model. In response to this, Sturm et al. [128] develop
a generic smart contract set based on a technique that imitates
state-firing transition. Tasks are considered states and will be
fired when requirements are fulfilled. The smart contracts
serve as a scaffold and are independent from any process
model. The prototype is proposed on Camunda to illustrate
its practicality. García-Bañuelos et al. [52] improve the works
by aiming at resource optimization. The main contribution is
a compilation engine. It starts from detouring the translation
from BPMN into Petri Net, in which verification algorithms
are applied. Hence, throughput rate and runtime components
are optimized. Then, the second compilation translates Petri
Net into Solidity. Another compilation technique is proposed
by Nakamura et al. [106] by translating BPs modeled by
BPMN into a statechart. Its main purpose is to relieve the
bottleneck of BC operations by optimizing communications
between partners and BC. The main advantage of state-chart
is that it can be automatically translated into smart con-
tracts. The prototype is implemented on Hyperledger Fabric.
However, the current progress only covers basic elements.

More complex control flow patterns found in [119] are left
untouched.

Caterpillar [84] is considered a complete generic frame-
work to execute BPs. Its core process engine is implemented
following the concept by Weber et al. [152]. This approach
relies on BPMN standards and abstracts control flows into
Solidity. It is not intended to replace current BPMs, rather
featuring them with BC capability. More details are found
in the extended version by the same authors focusing on
building BPMN-to-Solidity compiler [85]. The proposed
artifact is the engine where states and tasks are stored and
executed. Unfortunately, technical elements are not satis-
factorily explained. The complier functions regarding how
the system works is not included. Lorikeet [130] is another
practical framework like Caterpillar in the aspect of transac-
tion technique. In addition to storing process logics, Lorikeet
implements registries as trusted storage of asset. Both Cater-
pillar and Lorikeet provide high-level languages to facilitate
users to obtain Solidity code from BPMN. However, how the
code is executed is lacking [53]. Compared to Caterpillar,
Lorikeet is equipped with a feature of partner selection (L2),
which is superior in terms of access control, while Caterpillar
supports greater BPMN elements [34]. At present, they are
considered the fully-fledged process-centric frameworks with
ability to manage subprocesses, multiple-instance activities,
and event handlers. BP executions are deployed entirely on
a BC. Regardless of platforms, these works altogether suffer
from flexibility, rooted from a fixed implementation focus-
ing on translation of orchestration diagram (L1) into smart
contracts, inhibiting flexibility or adaptability during runtime
(L3). Adaptability is complex as it contradicts with BC basic
principle of irreversibility (CH4). In addition, despite imple-
menting on BC, there is no guarantee of misconduct if a BC
is owned by single or some colluded partners that can direct
the consensus outcomes.

Another line of research is originated by speculating that
flexibility problem arises from excessive desire on strict con-
trols of process executions. However, there is an increas-
ing demand for flexibility as partners are unnecessary to
be restricted regarding how they execute processes. Flexi-
bility is needed for BPs to adapt to change. Most BPMs
are flow-based with various degrees of restricted controls
flows. They are confronting a problem when dealing with
changes. To mitigate this, a declarative approach is intro-
duced [1]. The core concept suggests that any execution is
possible as long as it will not violate constraints. Partners
can autonomously operate on their private implementations
to execute processes. The relaxation of restrictions means
the higher degree of flexibility. Typically, the constraints are
enforced by a trusted third party to verify actions. BC can
eliminate this as a declarative model can also be coded by
smart contracts, as the proof of execution correctness (CH2).
Madsen et al. [88] realize this concept on Ethereum. The
methodology relies on Dynamic Condition Response (DCR)
graph to express valid conditions suggesting restricted con-
straints. Any violation indicates fault. The DCR model is
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translated into smart contracts, whilst the sequence of exe-
cutions is recorded on BC for traceability.
Data-centric paradigm. The data-centric paradigm is get-

ting much attention along with the popularity of big data.
In BP collaborations, smart contracts are an event-driven
artifact for data processing in a distributed manner. Hull et al.
[67], [68] envision that this paradigm can outline a foundation
for BP executions on BC. Conceptually, BC is viewed as data
anchor, where data to be recorded is controlled by smart con-
tracts. This work follows the logic separation principle, pre-
senting Business Collaboration Language (BCL) to separate
the low-level smart contract coding from business users. B-
MERODE [11] follows such approach by introducing inter-
leaved constraints for pre and post conditions to indicate the
completion of tasks. This approach dismisses the implemen-
tation of control flows. Instead, it stresses on BC artifact to
keep the state of data processing. The approach guarantees
trust of milestones, suggesting the set of states based on
data updates according to pre and post conditions. It is an
upgraded version of the work by Cen et al. [30]. However,
only methodology is presented while important details such
as implementation and evaluation are missing. It lacks foun-
dations regarding semantics, architecture design, and context
of applications. While the data-centric approach utilizes BC
for trust of data, the guarantee on execution correctness is
not fully completed (CH3) because role-binding and process
logics are not controlled by BC. Unlike the process-centric
paradigm, flexibility is casually claimed since BP logics are
by design not rigidified by smart contracts.

In either process- or data-centric approach, analyzed
by [127], the works implemented on Ethereum are facing the
inherent problems associated with public BC. The evaluation
demonstrates inefficiency in terms of performance. Adhering
to Ethereum incurs gas consumption implying additional cost
in running BPs. Furthermore, to interact with external enti-
ties, special APIs must be added to original Solidity with the
special concern of being deterministic. Problems related to
Ethereum are further discussed in [109]. Other BC options
like Hyperledger Fabric or Quorum can be considered to
eliminate these shortcomings.
Smart contract-less. Much of the research focuses exclu-

sively on the use of smart contracts to coordinate processes
and control violations. The weakness to the approach is the
state distinction, (discussed later in section VI). The works
introduced by Härer [58] and Evermann and Kim [43] take
an alternative way with the belief that smart contracts are not
the onlyway to enable trust of BP executions. They notice that
the translation of BPs into smart contracts incur unnecessary
cost and error prone. For instance, all parameters, sequence,
states, and controls of logics must be completely predefined.
Instead of implementing a model-specific engine, a process
model can be done on the fly based on a mutual agreed shared
ledger. This modeling technique is first introduced by Cen et
al. [30] and its concept is realized by Härer [58]. He opts to
use contract-based BP modeling where the model is formed
by partners. Thus, a pre-defined model is inessential. The

role of BC is to track workflow instances, assuring the
state of work and indicating next valid activities, such that
integrity of model execution is preserved. Evermann and Kim
[43] advance the work by implementing a workflow engine
directly on BC and introducing standard interfaces to interact
with BC infrastructure. The implications between traditional
and BC-basedWfMS are identified through experiments with
several design choices. In short, the concept utilizes BC
solely as a recording mechanism while the current state and
next valid activities are determined by partners. Flexibility is
achieved as internal processes are preserved from others. The
main concept is simply to shift the validation load from smart
contracts programming to external agreement. Despite cost
reduction, the weakness is found on the excessive agreement
operations in which every next activity requires validation.

In summary, there is no single BC system that fits all use
cases [45]. Types of BC and their trade-off [136] must be
determined for suitability. Choice of BC types needs further
investigation for suitable adoption in different contexts. The
issue will be discussed in detail in section VI.

C. FLEXIBILITY OF BPS RUNNING ON BC
Flexibility becomes a key property to enable adaptability
towards ever-changing requirements. BPs are evolving pro-
gressively [73], which require adaptations. These changes
are classified in two ways: (1) changes in requirements
regarding the eligibility or quantification of partner services,
which may result in service replacement, and (2) changes
in BPs to adapt to newly emerging needs. However, early
BPMs assume that process definitions are mostly stable (C3),
where coping with flexibility is a long-standing issue. It is
more complex if BPs are deployed on BC. It is contradicting
irreversibility (CH4).

To react to this, L´opez-Pintado et al. [81] promote flexi-
bility specific to the change of partners, where dynamic role
binding and unbinding activities situate during runtime (L3).
Binding Policy Specification Language (PSL) provides high-
level notations to govern changes. The extended version [83]
includes process binding to tackle changes of BP structure.
It enables (1) dynamic binding of partners and (2) empowers
partners the control of sub-process and execution pathways.
The changes are accomplished by off-chain consensus, such
that partners must validate each update before deployed. Such
update is regulated by PSL to restrict how a valid decision
is determined. For instance, a policy may state that change
of suppliers requires at least 50% from partners votes. This
approach is prototyped in Caterpillar. As a result, the problem
of irreversibility (CH4) is lifted in two aspects: (1) process
adaptation to deviate executions, and (2) evolution for the per-
manent changes to entire BPs. Similar technique is employed
byKlinger and Bodendorf [72]. Instead of using orchestration
diagram, they rely on BPMN collaboration diagrams to avoid
additional transformations. Subscription service is created
to mediate communications between on-chain to off-chain
systems. Changes are controlled by static smart contracts that
regulate how changes can be done [155]. This concept is
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equivalent to PSL, but it is done entirely on-chain. However,
applicability is a main drawback. The need of running con-
sensus for each update is time-consuming and inhibits agility.
In addition, PSL incurs additional overheads. They perhaps
are not exhaustive enough to cover unexpected changes.
Thus, it is inconvenient for business partners to operate in
dynamic BPs (C3).

The previous works deploy a complier concept to trans-
form BPs into smart contracts. This causes process instance
mostly inadaptable at runtime without redeployment. To mit-
igate this, Lopez-Pintado et al. [82] enhance Caterpillar with
an interpreter and dynamic data structure. Like [128], com-
mon operations are hard-coded into smart contracts based
on BPMN. Separated smart contracts allow updates to pro-
cess instances. Another advantage is that the technique can
address entire process variants. However, the adaptation abil-
ity lessens the tamper-proof as it allows changes to be made
at runtime [53] (L3). A solution presented by Evermann
and Kim [43] uses a technique by generating all possible
outputs and changes are simply done by relocating BC heads.
However, it suffers resource waste as all combinations must
be pre-calculated.

We believe that the most viable and workable approach is
presented by Klinger et al. [73]. Their strategy is to decou-
ple the versioning of process state and business logics into
separate smart contracts as to avoid changes made directly to
smart contracts. They present registry pattern that is written
with current execution version while proxy pattern is used
to enforce BP logics. The change of partners and processes
are done through separate smart contracts that implement
democratized mechanisms such as voting. Depending on sit-
uations, the contracts are a static component representing
logics of how changes can be achieved. Any change will
update the versioning state, reflecting the latest version in use.
Evaluations of this work are reported with cost, overhead, and
complexity.

D. RUNTIME MONITORING AND TRACEABILITY OF BPS
USING BC
In decentralized BPMs (C8), parts of processes are distributed
among partners. Usually, no single entity has full control as
partners are independent, and assigned processes are locally
executed. Contracts are used to describe functional deliver-
ables and QoS of partners [107]. Specification languages
are extensively used as a markup in the contracts [148].
The language specifies what properties of partners to be
evaluated during configurations (L2) and monitored during
runtime (L3). Unlike centralized BPMs where information is
readily available to owner, decentralized BPMs face a major
challenge of end-to-end visibility towards the correctness
of executions [138]. This information is imperative when
resources or data belonging to an entity are manipulated
by others [100]. To achieve this, the information must be
traceable in which it must be documented with trust [19].
This information is helpful to verify execution correctness
as well as pinpoint problem areas. In the business domain,

the verification focuses on the compliance of functional
and non-functional requirements, often specified by Service
Level Agreement (SLA) [135]. Most traditional techniques
use a centralized system for these activities. They experi-
ence high overheads and recorded information cannot be
trusted [109].
‘‘Traceability for decentralized business processes implies

the capability of tracking the status of ongoing instances
and reconstructing the history of its execution [35]’’. It is
often constructed from monitoring information recorded dur-
ing runtime. However, the lack of trust between partners
hinders accurate and sufficient information. This issue is
viewed as an initial benefit that BC offers. The basic idea is
that BC provides a trusted storage for recording and retriev-
ing this information. A survey exists on this topic [36],
but it is not comprehensive. Besides, we refer the criteria
proposed in [113] with four major classifications of mon-
itoring objectives as reference: (M1) Event data logging,
(M2) Activity monitoring and runtime performance anal-
ysis, (M3) Conformance checking, and (M4) Compliance
checking.

The work towards this topic is first proposed by Weber
et al. [152] and later becomes a part of Caterpillar. A mon-
itoring artifact called C-monitor is devised as a broker to
handle message passing, such that message exchange among
partners are recorded (M1). Focusing on M1 and M2, Prybila
et al. [109] employ Bitcoin infrastructure to store monitor-
ing information (L4) for every step of executions. Bitcoin
transactions are modified with new data structure to cap-
ture state and information of BP executions. The obvious
benefit of Bitcoin is practicality, but it faces scalability and
adaptability issues. Additionally, Bitcoin has an unfavorable
reputation for energy consumption with slow and unreliable
time for transaction confirmation (CH3) [50]. Although this
work emphasizes on M1 and M2, M3 can also be satisfied
with extension as information neccesary for conformance
checking are available and shared across partners. The work
by Di Ciccio et al. [35] also enhance a traceability mechanism
to Caterpillar. It depends on the assumption that entire BP
executions run on BC. BC is viewed as an infrastructure
to store all execution information. To reconstruct process
instance, reverse-engineering is performed on Ethereum hash
codes. This information satisfies M2 and M4. A real case
in the pharmaceutical domain is presented to demonstrate
applicability. However, some weaknesses are identified. Per-
formance evaluation is missing. The information needed for
traceability is limited within the connection of transactions
as to identify and regenerate process instances with associ-
ated cost and the entity that performs a task. Meroni and
Plebani [99] analyze the possibility of using an artifact-driven
approach for BP monitoring based on BC. They introduce a
completely different approach by using IoT devices for mon-
itoring operations. The completion of activities is determined
by peer IoT devices regarding pre and post conditions of an
interested device. BC decentralization is suitable in establish-
ing trust in this setting. This way, partners participating in
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BPs are free from monitoring activities. The main advantage
is that all monitoring processes can be made automated. The
only implementations are the notification mechanism to peer
devices and BC to store information. Only one important
assumption is that IoT devices are smart and high in capacities
to handle BC operations. The authors further developed a
fully BC-based platform as a trusted monitoring solution for
BP modeled by BPMN [100]. An IoT-based case example is
demonstrated to collect event data (M1) bymodifying a router
module to send data to BC. They solve the ordering problem
in BC which does not guarantee that monitoring information
is stored in a chronological order. During data gathering,
the process of data collection is encoded in Solidity, such
that it is reliable and cannot be compromised. Technically,
all approaches use BC for information logging. Therefore,
they are transparent and auditable, enabling a valid source for
anomaly detection.

Related work by Haarmann et al. [57] state that decisions
taken by interacting partners are also essential to solve many
conflicting situations. Consistency is paramount to avoid
repudiation. Inputs for calculation must be trusted where BC
can affirm this. It provides a reliable and verifiable basis for
conflict resolution. The foundation of this work is based on
Decision Model and Notation (DMN) and uses BC to capture
decision structure and decision logics (M1). We believe that
the decision logging will yield greater benefits by integrating
to the work by L´opez-Pintado et al. [81], such that the deci-
sion of binding and unbinding entities to roles and subpro-
cesses are logged. It can be later used as a proof of changes.
However, the prototype is implemented on Ethereum without
justifications. Thus, cost specific to gas in this platform,
which is quantitatively evaluated, is of little value. Silva
et al. [124] encompass human interactions in an organization
setting using DEMO concept [38] to design the existent trans-
action types with social and communicative aspects. DEMO
is integrated with Hyperledger Composer (obsoleted since
2019) to define design abstractions for BC-based BP exe-
cutions. They design and implement a prototype to validate
the model in a food supply chain scenario, which represents
several complex processes and dynamic partners. However,
model assessment towards threats such as information distor-
tion is not given.

In summary, most of the existing efforts focus primarily on
M1. Runtime monitoring employs BC as a trusted storage to
track information and decision-making. BP status and data
retrieved from executions are validated. Trusting the data
is rooted from trusting monitoring processes. Fortunately,
existing works provide trust by encoding the processes into
smart contracts. Apart from that, the correctness of BP execu-
tions must also be monitored by partners, which can be indi-
rectly accomplished. Process mining technique is employed
to reconstruct processes from attributes extracted from event
data resided in BC [35]. For instance, the order of executions
can be regenerated from BC transactions. M2, M3, and M4
are achievable by using this technique. A few interesting
works on process mining in BC have been reported, which

will be devoted in the next subsection. Runtime monitoring
research is advancing towards automation with high-level
analysis for M2, M3, and M4. Data privacy and openness are
two issues to be aware of.

E. PROCESS MINING ON BC FOR BPS
Process mining is a common feature in BPM discipline. Its
role is to diagnose and reaffirm compliance and performance
of BPs, which subsequently improves overall operations. The
goals are divided in three aspects [74]. (1) process discovery
for analysis (M1, M2), (2) compliance and conformance
checking (M3, M4), and (3) model enhancement driven by
the analysis. The first aspect inspects if executions are cor-
rect, the second determines that the processes conform with
specifications, and the last makes use of analysis results to
improve BPs.

Process mining on BC first appears in the reconstruction of
transaction flows in Bitcoin. GraphSense [60] is an analysis
tool to track user behaviors from wallets and transactions to
construct graph-based representation of the flows. However,
it is limited within cryptocurrency. In collaborative BPs,
extracting information for analysis is extremely difficult as
BC transactions are not originally designed for this. To allevi-
ate, Duchmann and Koschmider [41] introduce an approach
to analyze the logic flows of smart contracts as to ascertain
that the process logics onBC is executed as defined,. The flow
is constructed by mining event logs (M1) to obtain necessary
information to regenerate the sequence of executions. Then,
it is abstracted by Petri Net for verification purpose. The
approach is implemented on Hyperledger Composer (obso-
leted 2019) with remarks that Ethereum is not suitable for
process mining as it is not naturally built to support BPs.
However, Ethereum is currently the most attractive platform
as evident by a growing number of BP research, despite many
problems. For example, the transaction order does not assert
chronological processes, logs are minimally stored to reduce
size and cost which often contain insufficient information,
timestamp is approximated as it is defined at the block level,
and data structure is inconsistent in each transaction. To solve
this, Klinkmuller et al. [74] propose a framework to facilitate
the process extraction from transactions to turn into Ethereum
Decentralized Application (DApp) event logs. The specifica-
tion and meta-model of event data and format to be logged
is manifested, representing clear constraints on data types,
and providing consistency, such that the log generated by BC
can be enhanced for process mining. Muhlberger et al. [104]
broaden the work by converting transactions into event logs
conforming to IEEE Extensible Event Stream (XES) stan-
dard. This is significant in a way that XES is used as a main
format in process analytics toolkits [116]. These works can be
nicely integrated with Caterpillar or Lorikeet. However, the
remark is given regarding the contributions that are limited
within the Ethereum platform.

In summary, most of process mining attempts employ
Ethereum platform. In reality, interoperation of BPs often
interacts with other BCs [147], which can be any of public,
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permissioned, or private type. Future research may direct to
process mining standards and practices regardless of BC type.
It also solves traceability challenges regarding insufficient
information for process reconstruction. Yet, the research in
compliance and conformance checking (M3, M4) on BC has
not been found. This paves an avenue for future investigation.

F. SMART CONTRACT VERIFICATION AND OPTIMIZATION
FOR BPS
Ensuring the correctness of smart contracts is essential to
prevent unexpected behaviors of BPs [91]. Difficulties arise
for BPMs to translate BPs into smart contracts. Programing
smart contracts usually contains errors [121]. Consequently,
it leads to BP discontinuity, diminishing trust, and economic
losses. Fixing programming or logic errors later on will be
costly [132] owing to the irreversibility (CH4). The prob-
lem is escalated since there are various BC systems, with
difference in foundation, programming languages, features,
and characteristics. Smart contracts on some platforms such
as Ethereum consume gas to fuel executions, which induces
extra lines of code compared to other BCs. Discrepancy
between pre and post translation is costly to fix and often
detected at the time when BP has already been enacted (L3).

Although research in smart contract verification has been
conducted [59] and a survey article is available towards
comparison among various verification methods [8], they are
too general and only a few proposals have been found to
tackle the issue in the context of BP. Amani et al. [10] imple-
ment an extension on Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)
with formal verification to detect errors, covering syntax and
typechecking when a BP model is compiled. ContractLarva
[15] is a runtime verification tool to reason about smart
contracts and predefined BP definitions. The extended works
by Ellul and Pace [42] and Yu et al. [156] demonstrate how
standard techniques from runtime verification can also be
applied. Using the same approach, Azzopardi et al. [16]
employ deontic logic as a formal specification tool to this
verification. It ensures that BP execution is not diverged
from intended behaviors. However, these approaches require
an independent set of smart contracts to implement specifi-
cations. The process mining-based approach by Duchmann
and Koschmider [41], reported previously, can avoid this
overhead, but it introduces greater delay to detect anomalies.
A more promising approach to verify Solidity employs Finite
Stat Machine (FSM). Smart contracts must be assured that
vulnerabilities are eliminated as much as possible since its
logics are difficult and costly to be altered after deployed.
FsolidM framework [91] is developed specifically to solve
common vulnerabilities studied by Atzei et al. [13] and intro-
duces design patterns in Ethereum. To simplify the processes,
a GUI enables developer to model FSM-based BPs that will
be complied into smart contracts automatically. Using FSM
has several advantages. It has long been practiced where
plenty of efficient reasoning tools are available. However,
state explosion related to FSM is not discussed and using
Ethereum can be costly to run BPs. The greater number of

smart contracts, the higher cost of executions. Reducing the
cost by optimizing smart contracts are essential. Hu et al. [64]
employ modeling techniques by translating BPMN into Petri
Net and present a mapping technique to reduce duplications
and enable tasks fusion. To prove this, algorithms are verified
that the reduced version behaves identically to the original
one. Its effectiveness is illustrated through an experiment
suggesting that gas, depending on the complex of tasks, can
be saved maximally almost 20% compared to traditional
implementations.

In summary, generating optimized error-free smart con-
tracts is challenging. Implementing smart contracts requires
deep knowledge. It is very time-consuming and error prone.
In this regard, errors from the translation of BP model into
smart contracts can be diminished by verification techniques.
Aspects of verification can be done during compilation and
runtime. It is worth to note that formal methods and speci-
fications should be incorporated by translating a BP model
into mathematical notations such as Petri Net or FSM, where
rigorous verification and reasoning tools are prevalent. The
goal is to eliminate discrepancies between expected behaviors
and smart contract executions.

G. BC INTEROPERABILITY IN BPS
Opportunities provided by BC allow modeling secure inter-
actions among BPs and partners. However, many technical
problems and concerns of integrating BC into BPMs exist.
Previously, the main challenge that BPM must deal with
is that proprietary protocols created by different in-house
IT systems are mostly incompatible (CH1), which makes
them difficult to interoperate. This issue also applies to BC
systems. Within the context of BC, uncertainty in transaction
confirmation delay (CH3) poses critical issue for time-critical
BPs. Moreover, partners may host their BC systems with
different types. These become big obstacles for organizations
to interoperate with multiple partners that may implement
private, permissioned, or public BCs. The works found in this
area attempt to solve interoperation challenges as we have
elaborated in the BP example in Fig. 2.

In this regard, there are two studies that survey BC interop-
erability found in [61] focusing on IoT and [80] for general
BC interoperability. Compared to the former, we differentiate
our survey introducing broader coverage than IoT. The later
includes articles conducted for BC-to-BC interoperation at
the protocol level, which is inefficient in the context of BPs.
Many studies are working towards schemes of BC interoper-
ations.

The early mechanisms attempt to establish communication
between BCs, which can be integrated into BPM. The first
mechanism is a notary scheme suggested by Buterin [28] to
facilitate interaction between BC-to-BC. A group of trusted
nodes are found to construct a special type of BC addresses,
called a multisig (multi-signature). These nodes must be part
of both interacting BCs to govern processes of information
exchange. Although it is intended to ease asset exchange
between two BCs, this also holds the transitive property as
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an asset in chain X can be exchanged to chain Z through
chain Y (see Fig. 4). The second scheme employs a technique
called sidechain, which is a dedicated BC serving as a
medium between interconnected BCs. Sidechain is autho-
rized to access and validate transactions of interconnecting
BCs. This scheme is more efficient than the notary scheme
as it eliminates the one-to-one implementation requirement.
Interaction among several BCs may involve one or multiple
sidechains. Technically, sidechain relies on message passing
where the delay or types (whether probabilistic or realistic)
of transaction confirmation (CH3) is well-aware. An asset
will be released only if all involved transactions are con-
sidered confirmed. Like the notary scheme, sidechain needs
trusted nodes to operate. Fig. 5 conveys the overview of
a sidechain architecture, involving multiple sidechains, and
communications to main BCs. Blockstream pegged sidechain
[18] exemplifies this technique. To promote flexibility and
scalability, a zone and hub architecture is introduced, which is
very effective in a large-scale environment such as IoT [143].

Initiatives were found specifically to study BC interop-
erability. For example, Blockchain Interoperability Alliance
(BIA) was found in 2018 to increase awareness, identify the
needs of interoperation, and develop methods for collabora-
tions of independent BCs. It focuses on spontaneous interop-
eration and asset exchanges during BP executions [164]. Note
that interoperation could be possible when businesses hosted
in different platforms can interact with each other [27]. With
the same acronym, Blockchain Industrial Alliance (BIA) was
initialized in 2020 [165] and Ethereum DApp was proposed
as a platform for decentralized BPM, in which BPs can be
interacted and integrated with BCs.

Although BC interoperations are extensively realized in
the world of cyptocurrencies, they can be extended to the
BP domain. However, feasibility becomes a roadblock. The
interoperations in BPs are dynamic; while existing works
on BC interoperations have shown several limitations: (1)
supporting interoperations only at the protocol level, (2)
confining the implementations within cryptocurrencies, (3)
focusing on BC-to-BC interoperations that was costly and
impractical to be applied in a large scale such as in dynamic
BPs, and (4) inapplicable to semantic interoperation while
solutions to such need are desirable. We notice that interop-
erations should be committed at the semantics level with the
help of semantical ontology to interoperate among various
partners. In this vein, there are two main mechanisms have
been reported so far.

The first mechanism utilizes smart contracts as a medium
to communicate with other BCs from various partners.
To enhance existing BPMs to possess an intuitive model to
interacti with BCs, channels for communications with BCs
need to be initiated. BlockME [44] equips BPMs with spe-
cialized models and execution features to solve uncertain-
ties related to BC access and operations, e.g., transaction
confirmation (CH3). The design principle makes BlockME
technology-agnostic and become a unified middleware for
communicatingwith several BCs and their variants. However,

its status is bound for asset exchange. This work makes use
of APIs, allowing external entities to execute operations in a
BC. For example, an API is triggered to notify partners when
a specific transaction is confirmed. All operations are done
inside a Blockchain Access Layer (BAL), where different
characteristics associated with each BC are identified and
resolved before operates. One side benefit is that it eases
developers to model BPs on BC without deep knowledge.
BlockME2 [45] extends the original BlockME by featuring
it with standard-compliant BPMN. With the help of BAL,
BlockME2 facilitates translation of BPs modeled by BPMN
into BC. Smart contract functions are agglomerated from
collaborating partners that implement smart contract enabled
BCs. They are composed to smooth the translation from
BPMN logics. Its current progress integrateswell-knownBCs
like Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Hyperledger Fabric. One techni-
cal downside is that the setting of the work series assumes
all involved partners’ BCs are trusted. However, indicated in
CH2, it is risky to be assumed. Comparison to other state-of-
the-art approaches towards structural and temporal rationales
is not provided in these series [53].

We believe that BC potentials can be fully unveiled
with combinations of cutting-edge technologies. Technolo-
gies behind BC are not new. The applications of them in
a novel way make BC valuable. To promote BP interoper-
ations, traditional organizations try to be opened by imple-
menting APIs as a main channel to access its in-house IT
systems or Clouds. Most APIs are proprietary. The difference
in implementation increases overhead for interoperations.
It also inhibits dynamicity in which each change requires
full understanding of new APIs. The same situation holds
when interoperating with BCs. For example, interoperating
with BlockME2 must understand all smart contract functions
from involved BCs. Heterogeneity is the main difficulty. For
instance, making payment tasks as shown in Fig. 2 implies
that the agency that runs the BP must develop API requests,
being tailored to different cryptocurrencies. This situation
imitates the history of SoA. Its goal is to standardize commu-
nication among distributed web services with unified archi-
tecture. BlockME can be abstracted by SoA to facilitate
collaboration with other BCs smoothly. Like web services,
BCs can be viewed as services and can take benefit from
SoA (CH1). Viriyasitavat et al. [144] and Dinh et al. [39]
address this outlook. Authors in [142] further elaborate the
perspective of design elements, which are synthesized and
surveyed from several use cases regarding SoA-integrated BC
in IoT ecosystem. The finding reveals most existing studies
are segmented and diversified. A unified solution must be
seriously investigated. In this focus, a conceptual architecture
with SoA-integrated BC towards seamless interoperation is
proposed in Fig. 6 [147]. A broker concept is adopted. It is
selected from high-capacity IoT devices serving as API gate-
ways. Encapsulating with SoA, collaborating partners can
expose their services implemented by smart contracts, which
are wrapped by SoA standard interfaces. Services can be
indirectly invoked by APIs and associated smart contracts
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will be subsequently invoked. Like BlockME, the challenge
of transaction confirmation is addressed (CH3). They suggest
that permissioned BC with zone and hub architecture [143] is
well-suited for BPM to deal with the large scale of BC-based
IoT services. However, high volume of data generated by
IoT devices becomes a roadblock whenever BC is used as
storage. To increase performance, Xu and Viriyasitavat [155]
address the issue by introducing BC tree structure [126] to
handle a high rate of transactions. Together with a high-
level consensus, it achieves better flexibility while trust is
retained. Unlike popular consensus algorithms such as PoW
and PBFT, this type of consensus is done at the smart contract
level. The technique provides flexibility in activities such as
specifying partners and task assignment. Partners can specify
mechanism together for consensus to run the activities. Still,
the base consensus of BC is left intact. It operates as normal.
Tasks that require high degree of trust can be configured with
considerate partners to run the high-level consensus before
execution. Partner selection is done based on agreement from
all partners in BP during configuration (L2).

In summary, BPMs tend to interact with disparate types
of services including web services, IoT, in-house systems,
Cloud, Edge computing, and BCs. In this context, IoT ser-
vices are growing exponentially andmany of them are backed
by BCs to promote trust. The prevalence of services demands
communication standards to lubricate interoperations in BPs.
As mentioned, this issue has been responded by leading
organizations (see CH1). BlockME research series [44], [45]
can be complement with the works regarding SoA-integrated
BC [142], [147], [155], paving the way for future studies.

As mentioned in CH2, another aspect left to be solved
is the trust of BC systems themselves. Neither standards
nor best practices are available to guide BC implementation
in a way that can be trusted. Business must bear its own
risk if BCs in use are implemented inappropriately. Trust
of BCs depends on many factors, for example, the number
and types of validators or nodes, methods for encryption and
digital signature, consensus algorithms in use, etc. Especially,
compared to public BC, permissioned and private BC are con-
sidered less trusted as aminority involves in consensus [127].
The issue is leveraged in accordance with the growth of
BC-based services. We notice that PKI can be a suitable
solution [142] for trust establishment. Identical to certificate
of domain names, service attributes can be extended to cover
BC as a proof of implementations. The primary advantage
is that PKI has already been proven. We can imitate the
processes for verifying domain names, extend them to cover
BC implementation and endorsement [147], and make use
of already-established infrastructure. However, strategies to
establish and promise trust by endorsing BC as a service need
further studies. The right balance between cost and benefits
must be evaluated attentively.

H. RESOURCE-AWARE BPS ON BC
So far, research found in BC-enabled trust of collaborative
BPs attempts to find practical solutions to bridge the world

FIGURE 4. A notary scheme with transitive property.

of BPs and BC as a trusted infrastructure for executions.
Most attempts relieve the pain-point related to automated
translation from process models during choreography (L1)
into BC platform for enactment (L3). Several extended works
enhance flexibility at runtime (L4). During this transition,
one important space to be explored falls within configuration
phase (L2). The core activity is to allocate resources for
tasks. If the resources are SoA-encapsulated, the term service
allocation is commonly used. This activity is tightly coupled
with access control where entities that provide resources
are authenticated and authorized for their assigned tasks.
Briefly, the main purpose is to answer the question of who
is permitted to execute which tasks or view information in a
BP. This implies different visibility of a BP from different
partners, often based on the need-to-know principle. The
following paragraphs report current research progress and
discuss which aspects of BC can be useful in the allocation.

Blockchain Studio [98] is an integrative work under
Caterpillar. Authors perform improvement of Caterpillar by
featuring it with a resource allocation framework based
on Role-based Access Control (RBAC). Similar approach
by translating BPMN into smart contracts, the framework
empowers Caterpillar complier to automatically translate
access control policies into smart contracts. Role and account
assignments are done during BP modeling. This allows
designers to incorporate and verify assignment activities.
BPs are modeled by BPMN, and policies are expressed by
XML. The framework is self-contained, presenting a com-
plete set of artifacts with design, implementation, and evalu-
ation. However, as identified by [127], the concerns from the
organizational perspective is missing, meaning applying such
approach to cross-organizational BPs may not be ready. The
work needs an additional set of smart contracts to operate,
resulting in the increase in gas. Other limitations are iden-
tified in [53], mostly related to the issues during runtime
(L3). For instance, no security mechanisms are in place to
continuously verify the status of smart contracts. It is rigid
to accommodate changes as no synchronization of role and
account are performed.

To relieve the weakness, Lopez-Pintado et al. [81] illus-
trated that a Dynamic Role Binding approach is capable of
coping such changes during runtime (L4). This work extends
Caterpillar with the control of actor-task relationships for
each BP instance. As noted, PSL dictates the conditions
to govern changes, for instance, setting a voting mecha-
nism to reach agreement from pre-selected partners who are
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FIGURE 5. Blockchain interoperation with sidechain.

accounted for specific changes. Nomination net is introduced
based on Petri Net to verify policy consistency. Automatic
translation of PSL into smart contracts decouples policy
specification activities from BC. This work is prototyped in
Ethereumwhich encounters the problems from public BC and
gas cost.

In this regard, one important issue related to decentralized
BPM is the enforcement of local access control policies from
distributed partners. Previous works assume these policies
have been settled and partners agree on pre-defined policies
and specifications, which will be translated into smart con-
tracts. Later, theywill be enforced globally. However, inditing
these policies in compliance with disparate local policies is
complicated. Conflicting policies need to be resolved. Using
typical evaluation techniques will result in high overhead.
To alleviate this, only one study is found by Akhtar et al.
[5] which try to optimize the collection of individual policies
towards composite unified policies. The policy specification
followsXACML standard, which will be translated into smart
contracts for enforcement and audit purpose. An incentive
model based on game theoretic approach is discussed towards
the possibility of auditing tasks, therefore preventing frauds
from rational partners. However, this policy translation suf-
fers from flexibility to address changes during runtime.

Taking the organizational perspective covering roles,
accounts, and resources into consideration during configu-
ration (L2), Sturm et al. [127] advanced their own work
[128] pertaining to BC-based BP execution framework with
resource allocation engine. Its capabilities are demonstrated
through smart contracts that implement creation patterns,
one of resource patterns found in [63], encompassing direct
allocation, role-based allocation, and separation of duties.
It expresses resource assignment constraints during config-
uration (L2), focusing on human collaborative tasks. How-
ever, it lacks implementation details regarding the process
engine. Like many others, process models are created by
BPMN, and translated into smart contracts. At this moment,
the logics for resources allocations are strictly implemented
by smart contracts. The work is comprehensively evaluated
compared to other related approaches pertaining to BC-based

BP executions, covering the works from Sturm et al. [128],
Weber et al. [152], Blockchain Studio [98], and Madsen
et al. [88]. Analysis is given, showing that the capability of
the work is equivalent to Blockchain Studio [98] in terms
of trust, and resource-awareness, with slight superiority on
tamper protection. The only difference is the logics of spec-
ifying resource allocations. Sturm et al.’s approach relies on
manually writing the logics directly to smart contracts, while
Blockchain Studio [98] employs XML as a vehicle. The
authors gave as important remark that permissioned BC is the
most suitable type to restrict access to smart contracts. This
proposal focuses on human collaborative tasks rather than
non-human tasks, where processes can be made automated
among IoT devices, external systems, etc. [53].

In summary, while many research attempts emphasize on
BP executions on BC, only few have been found on resource
assignments. This area is relatively new as the first document
was published in 2019. Since then, following works utilize
similar mechanisms by employing smart contracts as a build-
ing block to provide tamper-proof for resource assignment
processes. We observe that the work by Akhtar et al. [5] can
be integrated with Blockchain Studio [98] and Sturm et al.
[127]. By taking local access control policies into account
during configuration (L2), the work by Lopez-Pintado et al.
[81] addresses dynamic role assignments at runtime (L3).
However, extra smart contracts imply additional cost.

I. INTERPRETATION OF BP MODELS INTO BC
Several challenges towards translating standard notations into
smart contract definition language have been studied recently.
BPMN is a widely accepted standard for BP modeling, but
its notations and semantics are not originally designed to
work with BC. Still, BPMN is widely recognized as the
main stream for modeling inter-organizational BPs [152].
Obviously, its insufficiency in expressiveness is a major hin-
derance to implement BPs on BC. This section evaluates
prominent works that try to close this gap.

Ladleif et al. [77] suggest to refine and extend syntax
and semantics of BPMN choreography diagrams to address
BC. The idea is to modify choreography to be used as
a decentralized approach for collaborations without a cen-
tral entity to regulate business workflows. The main con-
tribution is the extension and modification of components
in existing diagram components to enhance expressiveness.
The work focuses on inherent ownership and observability
issues. Choreography is purely encoded by smart contracts.
Directly modeling ownership, defining who are authorized
for task executions and observation, by smart contracts pro-
graming can eliminate confusion and ambiguity of ownership
assignments. Besides, BC is used as a complete and trusted
logging mechanism to be observed by permitted partners.
This proposal is backward compatible to BPMN. Authors
describe operational semantics, and practicality is witnessed
by testing through case studies using architecture presented
in their previous work [152]. However, security issues such
as confidentiality and privacy are left for future studies.
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Due to the characteristics of consensus protocols used in
public BC like PoW, Abid et al. [4] aim to tackle uncertainty
of transaction confirmation (CH3). This can vary from a few
seconds to several minutes or even hours. In many incidents,
this uncertainty leads to serious violations or undesired out-
comes towards temporal agreement, such as causing delay
in payment or product delivery, and resulting in financial
penalty. Unfortunately, BC does not have mechanisms to
deal with temporal constraints. This work, rather than solv-
ing uncertainty of delay stemmed from consensus protocols,
suggests a workaround technique using timestampmarking in
smart contract code. There are two categories of this marking,
relative and absolute temporal constraints on BPs. The nota-
tion of token from BPMN, which travels along a sequence
flow, is modified to include timestamp as a marking vari-
able, which will be used later for temporal restrictions. This
information is transparent to partners. The work is integrated
in Caterpillar for evaluation through case studies. However,
quantitative experiments, where performance and scalability
are analyzed, are not included. Moreover, the uncertainty of
transaction conformation (CH3) originated from consensus
protocols remains unsolved.

A framework by Bore et al. [24] focuses on usability by
facilitating the processes of creating, updating, and using
BP workflow on BC. Automatic translation from business
models which are designed by a developed GUI to BC is pro-
posed. The main advantage is BC technical knowledge is not
much required. The framework is prototyped in Hyperledger
Fabric. However, it is platform specific, while integrating
to other BCs is not possible. The proposal is overviewed
conceptually. Authors plan to implement the framework for
evaluation and performance analysis.

In brief, a few attempts have been reported on the interpre-
tation of BPs modelled by standard notations into smart con-
tracts. Existing works enhance BPMN notations to facilitate
BP development for different types of users [120]. However,
the challenges related to BC are not completely addressed.

J. BC SUPPORTING QOS FOR SERVICE SELECTION IN BPS
The rapid growth of IoT and BC have enabled great oppor-
tunities to revolutionize BPM. IoT and BC are similar in
decentralized topology, but different in philosophy. While
IoT aims at functionalities, BC creates trust in an untrusted
environment. Their mutual benefits will create the prolifer-
ation of BC-based IoT services. Therefore, BPM tends to
face dynamicity and heterogeneity in using such services,
which increasingly become part of BPs. While trust can be
conceived when services are backed by BC, nonfunctional
requirements like QoS are still the major decisive factors
for service selection [54], [135]. In this circumstance, QoS,
e.g., response time, availability, error rate, reputation, etc.,
will be the major determinants in service selection strate-
gies. It provides insight information for business to select
the best suited ones for their BPs. QoS is a widely-accepted
approach to qualify services in open environments [139].
In BPM lifecycle, service selection activities first situate in

FIGURE 6. An architecture of SoA-integrated BC as a service [147].

configuration (L2) where services are selected and assigned
for tasks. During runtime, service replacement triggers such
activities (L4). However, one major obstacle is the trustiness
of QoS information. Previous works often make an assump-
tion that the information is innately trusted, while others
utilize trusted third parties to endorse the information [145].
This scheme is facing scalability challenges and trustworthi-
ness of the third parties becomes primary. Research in this
area is relatively limited.

In this area, a series of publications are provided.
A BC-based QoS scheme was firstly suggested in [145] to
promote trust of QoS information. The framework illustrates
a feedback scheme with an assumption that a service con-
sumer is responsible for providing feedbacks, which will be
calculated for QoS of a service. They propose a protocol
programmed in smart contracts to enable trust to the entire
processes including monitoring, collecting, and measuring
QoS values. However, the cited work is conceptually pre-
sented. Scalability is a problem when applying to the real-
world scenarios. Based on this work, a QoS scheme [143]
is introduced to solve the limitations. Authors believe that to
trust QoS information the processes of measuring and gather-
ing QoS values, and partners that provide the values must be
trusted. Scalability is mitigated by a layer architecture using
zones and hubs along with the concept of transitive trust. This
concept is exemplified in a large-scale IoT environment. The
collection of QoS is done by agents in zones. Trust of agents
is managed by a central hub using smart contracts to verify
agents for trust. Specifically, smart contracts are used to spec-
ify the logics of registration of agents. Sharding technique is
incorporated for faster rate of information processing. This
scheme is implemented on permissioned BC running PBFT
as a consensus protocol. Additionally, authors extended their
own works to cover common specification patterns [141]
found in Service-Based Application (SBAs) [22], which are
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used to evaluate QoS in industries. QoS related processes are
implemented by smart contracts with special data structure
to realize the patterns. However, the work series are facing
a challenge of storage capacity. Besides, the processes of
agent registration are assumed to be effective while, in the
IoT context, it is hardly feasible to validate all device iden-
tities using the same rules implemented by smart contracts.
More applications in the real-world scenarios needs to be
conducted.

In summary, several BC-based systems are approached as
services that provide supports to decentralized BPM. Exiting
literature indicate how BC can assist during configuration,
by relying on QoS information for service selection. Effi-
cient QoS management and trust of the information can be
achieved by BC. BC is used to record transactions and pro-
vides access to QoS. Smart contracts control the processes
of QoS gathering and authenticate entities to activate smart
contract functions. The QoS scheme assists BPs in service
selection during configuration (L2) and on-the-fly service
replacement during diagnosis and evaluation (L4). However,
no research has been found regarding the integration of QoS
scheme as a component in BPM. It is important to investigate
a unified conceptual framework that integrates BC at each
phase of BPM lifecycle towards a complete solution of BC
applications in BPM.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Successful applications of BC in BPM require business stake-
holders to understand intrinsic values, challenges, and the
impacts of BC on BPs. The technical challenges of BC when
it was introduced in BPM have been discussed in [102].
Therefore, this section focuses only on the challenges of BC
where satisfactory solutions have not been developed in the
most recent development of BC in BPM.

A. INTEROPERATION OF BPS (CH1)
Interoperation of BPs requires compatibility of their respec-
tive IT systems. However, incompatibility of heterogeneous
systems has been a long-standing hurdle for BPs across orga-
nizations. There is an emerging need for BPM to support
interoperations of BPs in BPM [61]. Unluckily, adopting
BC in BPs may increase the degree of heterogeneity of
application platforms [117] and introduces grater challenges.
Several attempts [17], [28] were made to support the direct
interaction between BCs at the protocol level; however, it is
expensive and hard to scale. Others adopted SoA as a key
technology to smooth the interoperations [142], [147], [155].
SoA infrastructure has been well established; however, the
integrations of services over SoA are not straightforward.
Encapsulations of services affect the standardizations of APIs
for external requests; since BC elements including type,
consensus protocols, and delay of transaction confirmation
(CH3), cause variants of interfaces and conditions. This
becomes a significant challenge when incorporating with a
public, permissioned, or private BCs. A possible solution
is modular design by developing a middleware between the

layers of SoA and BC to serve as an adapter to connect
different BCmodules [44], [132]. Amiddleware consists of a
programming library with smart contracts that can be selected
and composed as adapters during modeling processes [45].
The middleware approach is extensible to support interac-
tions of different BCs using SoA in BPM.

Smart contracts can be embedded with voting mecha-
nisms [81], [147] to take over consensus operations to solve
the delay issue. This type of smart contracts is flexible to
accommodate multiple techniques as well as changes occur-
ring in runtime. Smart contracts for consensus can be viewed
as a high-level consensus where changes aremade by selected
nodes.

At the business level, QoS, security, policies, and laws
and regulations are defined and tailored for specified BPs
and SLA constitutes the assertions of contractual clauses
among partners. The requirements of interoperations defined
in SLA are used to govern entire BP executions. Specification
languages [133], [140], [148] as well as reasoning algorithms
[146], [149] are essential to automate compliance checking
processes in SLA. QoS schemes [143], [145] may also be
exploited as trusted sources of QoS information which can be
part of BC oracle. It has been discussed that traditional BPM
involves a number of security issues such as data integrity and
confidentiality, confidentiality of processes, trust of process
executions, and data provenance [29], and it is necessary to
integrate BC together with other technologies such as IoT,
specification languages, SoA, Cloud computing, PKI, as a
complete solution to BPM.

B. TRUST OF BC-BASED SYSTEMS (CH2)
BC promotes trust but it can introduce another dimension
of threats. Therefore, BC cannot promote trust unless it is
constructed correctly and can be verified by users. Our survey
[105] showed that BC-enabled trust patterns can be synthe-
sized as (1) trusted storages for data sharing such as using
BC to document SLA, (2) transparent event logs to be traced
by partners and to achieve the non-repudiation property, (3)
smart contracts to guarantee correct logics in the executions
of BPs, and (4) trust mechanisms to support BPs such as QoS
and providing data exploitation schemes. It seems that BC is
notable for trust in executing BPs; however, can we trust the
services or entities that host BC systems without any doubt?

For a BC-enabled transaction, trust is not assured until it
is confirmed. It means that the identifications of authorized
validators and consensus protocols reflect trust of BPs. A per-
missioned BC is considered the best in reducing the latency
of transaction confirmation (CH3). In addition, strategies in
evaluating trust of BC applications are important. Using PKIs
seems an ideal strategy in establishing initial trust [142];
however, adding exclusive attributes to endorse BC appli-
cations in PKI certificate requires other strategies such as
proof of implementation [147]. Particularly, trust depends
greatly on the selections of validators who execute the con-
sensus operations. It becomes possible that trust cannot be
redeemed by partners if collusion of validators can falsify the
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previously validated transactions. Therefore, it is essential for
users to endorse the proofs of validators by PKI certificates
and using formal specification languages to specify valida-
tor attributes can automate compliance checking processes.
From this perspective, themethodologies from design science
and action research can be applied to identify the attributes
to be endorsed in validations [62].

C. DELAY OF TRANSACTION CONFIRMATION (CH3)
Consensus algorithms determine the time required to confirm
transactions. Algorithms in permissioned or private BCs usu-
ally allow fast and definite confirmation, while algorithms in
public BCs confirm transactions with probability. For exam-
ple, a Bitcoin PoW suggests that transactions are confirmed
when it is located in the depth of six blocks and the confir-
mation time varies from minutes to hours [155]. Confirming
transactions with excessive and inconsistent delay is the main
cause that must be well aware when incorporating public BCs
in time-sensitive BPs [136], [147].

It is unavoidable to wait some time until consensus algo-
rithms confirm transactions, and confirmation delay is natural
to any consensus algorithm even ones used in permissioned
or private BCs. A few researchers specifically discussed this
issue [44], [45], [142]. Confirmation delays in BC interac-
tions are simply marked when modelling BPs [45]; while
others addressed the issue by observing maximum delay in
permissioned or private BCs [142]. In most cases, permis-
sioned BCs permit quicker and cheaper transaction validation
due to the limited number of validators.

D. IRREVERSIBILITY (CH4)
BPs have to deal with changes during execution, but this
is contradicted with BC immutability. A BP may involve
changes regularly such as the changes in organizational poli-
cies, laws and regulations, or technical upgrades in its exe-
cution infrastructure. Note that tasks have been completed
and confirmed are irreversible [20], [93] (CH4). Reversibil-
ity refers to reverse unwanted or faulty executions for the
changes made to a BP, and irreversibility is sometimes cou-
pled with a downside coupling with complexity and cost.
Irreversibility affects trust of BC. It requires a new fork
from a main chain, and some confirmed transactions become
invalidated. Making BC transactions reversible diminishes
trust that BC provides.

From existing literature, BP changes can be done in two
ways: (1) generating outputs by anticipating all possible
changes to support undo operations [43] and (2) trigger-
ing changes by adding high-level consensus using smart
contracts [82]. For example, a voting mechanism can be
implemented by smart contracts as an upper layer consen-
sus to commit changes; this offers flexibility in the changes
of partners and their associated tasks [73], [155]. Note
that substantial overheads on resource consumptions are
accounted when smart contracts are implemented to cope
with changes.

E. SMART CONTRACTS FOR BPS
Smart contracts are widely applied to BPs to define con-
straints of businesses and coordinate BP executions. Smart
contracts act as a central mediator to manage invocation and
monitor executions in a decentralized manner. In some set-
tings, smart contracts are associated with a serious behavior
known as state distinction. When some types of consensus
protocols such as PoW are applied, distinction of any two
states may cause undesired executions [43]. For example,
two activities A and B come in order, i.e., B must not be
executed until the conditions for A are confirmed; otherwise,
B involves in a risk of being invalidated or reversed if the
conditions of A are not accepted in a consensus chain.When a
BP faces two different states, and only confirmed states can be
proceeded safely. In such case, how to deal with confirmation
delay becomes a major concern; addressing the issue may
cause resource wastes and lessen performance of BPM [23].
No satisfactory solution has been found when this paper is
written.

F. BUSINESS PROCESS COMPLIANCE (BPC)
There are several concerns in adopting BC technology in
organizations, actually in every new technology adoption.
BPC was to assure important aspects for digital transforma-
tion of current BPs as well as involved stakeholders. BPCwas
essential to successful technology adoption. Five challenges
in performing BPC are discussed below.
Technical challenges indicate technical requirements that

will be interpreted into artifacts. This process is time con-
suming and costly. The difference of information systems
within organizations and from interacting business partners
often cause incompatibility that hinders the success of new
technical solutions.
Organizational challenges regard the variation of partners

that had unique organization structures, technologies, scales,
security standards, and legislation, but required to interact
with each other. BC can be used as standard for BP interoper-
ation. However, additional agreements and BP reengineering
tailored to BC must be considered in defining new BPs.
Legal challenges have recently become a big issue that

regulate parties to adopt BC technology. We are facing many
requirements of policies, laws, and regulations with uncer-
tainty and ambiguity. Organizations must be well-aware of
these requirements as well as anticipate future changes. It is
a long-term process in transforming BPs with BC which
require updates regularly.
Human-centered challenges are the most important and

the most difficult elements to deal with changes, espe-
cially associated with new processes and technologies. The
unreadiness of human factors such as knowledge, cur-
rent workloads, and resistant to changes, become major
obstacles.
Economic challenges relate to Return-of-Investment in

adopting BC technology and to reengineer BPs. Adopting
BC needs long-term investment to new information systems
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TABLE 3. Summary of research articles.

to define, manage and execute BPs. Additionally, legacy
systemsmust be updated to workwith BC-enabled BPs. Cost-
benefit models are required to evaluate the use of BC.

G. APPLICATIONS IN BPS
Lastly, numerous BC applications have been developed for
BPs, and the systems are tailored to specific characteristics
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with different strengths and weaknesses. Users are facing the
challenge in selecting the most suitable BC to meet their
needs. The comparisons of popular platforms were made to
guide users to make their choices [87]; however, the appro-
priate assessment of a certain BC depends on many factors
varying in different contexts, such as business types, enter-
prise resources, network capacities, and maturity of business
environments [40].

An assessment model plays an important role to help
select right BCs for specific applications [76], [154]. Char-
acteristics and business variables of BPs must be taken into
account [21]. Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) can
be an effective approach to model the dependence of BC
performances on BPs [48], [129]. It is desirable to automate
assessment processes according to specified requirements
and architectural patterns in different businesses [125]. Trust
is considered a primary factor in selecting BCs [123], and
the action design and situational methods can be employed to
develop some value-added BC systems [51].

Existing assessment models were developed to evaluate
general information systems. Even though parts of evaluation
metrics are applied to BPM, it involves special character-
istics related to business operations such as interoperation
requirements, security assurance, compatibility, and time-
sensitiveness. Taking an example of latency in a BP [56],
the assessment model must take into account the types and
configurations of BC to balance the trade-off between trust
adequacy and operational viability. Due to inexplicit influ-
ence of these factors on latency, evaluation of BCs may be
benefited from model-driven engineering approaches [132].
They have been used to accelerate the adoption of new tech-
nologies. However, prerequisite is a good understanding of
BC-specific configurations that are exclusive from traditional
systems in terms of properties and behaviors [45].

BPM at the organization level should be capable of engag-
ing people and BPs together with newly adopted technolo-
gies. Many researchers suggest to use Ethereum for BPM due
to its advancement, high popularity, and reliability in com-
parison with other smart contract-enabled BC platforms [93].
Adopting Ethereum increases additional cost in executing
BPs. The cost analysis from monetary and operation aspects
[114], [115] suggests that the cost of BC-based BPM is
almost tripled in comparisonwith conventional solutions with
cloud technology or traditional database. To fully explore BC
potentials, existing BC applications should be refined based
on best practices to reduce running cost [101].

BC-enabled BPM should automate the processes of creat-
ing, updating and executing BPs regardless of BC types [24]
equippedwith agnostic smart contracts. However, In develop-
ing a BC-enabled BPM, developers should be well educated
to understand the impacts of BCs on BPs, especially the
latency of transaction confirmation (CH3) caused by consen-
sus algorithms [43]. BC is not the only technological option
for BPM, the decision of adopting BCs must be aligned with
business strategies. In many cases, BCs have to be integrated
with cutting-edge technologies, such as machine learning,

IoT, big data analytics, Cloud and edge computing, artificial
intelligence, and robotic process automation to advance BPM
[97]. Numerous opportunities are emerging in applying BCs
to BPM.

VII. SUMMARY
Since its emergence, BC technology has been evolved
continuously and has resulted in many variations of BC
types. BC technology has brought numerous opportunities
in innovating the management of BPs [40]: firstly, BC can
be used as a recoding mechanism to improve business
trust. BC warrantees the immutability of BP executions to
reduce any dispute that is usually costly in current busi-
ness practices. Moreover, BC has been envisioned to obtain
trust in an untrusted environment; it is used to establish
trusted infrastructure to execute BPs. Note that the trust
has been a long-standing obstacle for effective collabora-
tions across businesses, especially in dynamic and distributed
environments.

The presented work was motivated by our observation
that no comprehensive surveys had been published on the
applications of BC in BPM, and we aimed to gain the state-
of-the-art of the research in this field and help practitioners
to understand the maturity, benefits, and challenges of BC
potentials in BPM. It was found that the study of adopting
BC in BPM had attracted a great deal of attention that was
evidenced by a rapidly growing number of relevant articles
on the integration of BC technology in BPM. The paradigms
of IoT-enabled BPMwere shifted from persistent to transient,
from static to dynamic, and from centralized to decentralized;
while BC had been intensively studied as a promising solution
to assure the trustiness for both of business processes and their
executions in decentralized BPM, future research efforts were
needed to meet the challenges involved in interoperation,
determination of trusted entities, time-sensitive confirmation
of execution, and irreversibility. It was worth to note that
this survey focused on the challenges on methodological
frameworks and technologies of adopting BC in business
lifecycles from the application perspective, the challenges on
infrastructure, standards, models, methods, and algorithms
have yet been discussed thoroughly.
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